The new buildings seen from the east, with the tech office in the left background.

Technology S. A. T. C. Barracks After Two Days' Construction

The construction of barracks for the Student Army Training Camp of Institute of Technology has taken from the men of the Receiving Ship of the Technology Naval Aviation program. The Institute of Technology has taken over the construction from the Department of Ground and Building, Matl. The Institute authorities have secured the privilege of utilizing the unfinished west of Massachusetts Avenue for the time being.

TECHNOLOGY OPENS WAR SCHOOL (Continued from page 1)

announcements from outside, which will be directed to preparation for drafting work in navy yards or shipbuilding yards. This will afford an unusual opportunity for students to get at once into work very directly related to the nation’s need, for the Norfolk New-Building Company makes the offer to defray the cost of tuition for an number of scholarships offered in upstairs will prepare themselves for work in the field of the company, where states that shipyards are now engaged in laying out the Government’s adopted program.

MAJOR COLE COMMANDANT (Continued from page 1)

recommended the establishment of such a B. S. T. C. a suggestion that was adopted shortly after the opening of the school year of 1917-18. During the first year Major Cole has been in health which culminated in an operation seven months since. Returning to his office he has been the charge of the institute from a great industrial school in one in which the technical training is found of prime importance, and in which future soldiers and sailors of this year will be potential material. In the atmosphere of the war, before attaining these conclusions were ready for the work that was to develop modernvars of armament.

COURSES OF STUDY FOR S. A. T. C. (Continued from page 1)

Provisions will be made for appreciable general program as a well as technical and special area, the purpose being fundamental. In the T. C. C. Chap approved plans that require that the Institute shall have a library and an educational subject of not more than one student outside the discipline. That requirement on not more than three areas. The educational program and professional ones provision will be offered to two of study containing subjects other than these main.

SUMMER CAMP (Continued from page 1)

Drake’s Chemist Number “Johnny Schroeder,” the final number was “The Land of Texas jumps up.” The chorus

Part two consisted of varicolored (as Bally’s Reese York shown) with a line of “This is the real thing, you don’t go to the movies anymore.” The last number by the Seniors and Rich Schroeder was “The Case Against Every 1A total by the Seniors. The show was handled by the following men—George F. Java, General Manager; Alfred P. Gassett, Property

MAX: Robert L. Stemmel, Musical Director; Zelma D. Whitcomb, Business Manager and Treasurer; Isabella Wil-

Rones: Associate Business Manager.

A dance followed the show in Old Cellar Hall which kept up until the early morning. Upon arrival back in residence, the college potatoes were served at 2:45.

The show was made up of the following groups: A. H. Rule, W. E. Blocker, W. M. B. Freemen, S. J. Wil-

mon, T. W. Freemen, N. A. Evines, C. La-


The show and dance were given for the Red Cross and Red Cross was held.

On Labor Day a track meet was held, the results of which are as follows:

100-yard Dash—1st Berko, 2nd Gresham, 3rd Geary, 4th Moulton, 5th Lyons.

Swimming Events—25-yard, 1st Gresham, 2nd Geary, 3rd Newhall.

Events—25-yard dash, 1st Gresham, 2nd Geary, 3rd Newhall.
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CHALLENGE CLEANABLE CABLES

Have you considered the needless inconvenience and expense of laundering starched cables? Challenge Cleanable Cables are instantly cleanable with a bit of soap and a damp cloth—ever white. Proof against soil, rain and perspiration—they do not pull. Regular domestic dull linen finish and fine stiched edges. May be laundered with all popular styles and half

SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES

A STEEL TAPPED CABLE

REQUIRES NO CONDUIT

IT SAWS TIME AND

MONEY

Get our booklet

STEEL TAPED CABLES

THE TECH

RHODE ISLAND TOOL CO. PRODUCED MANUFACTURERS OF

BOLTS, NUTS, CAP AND SET SCREWS, SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS

QUALITY FIRST PROVIDENCE, R. I.